Abstract --Two different procedures are studied by which a frequency analysis of a time-dependent signal can be effected, locally in time. The first procedure is the short-time or windowed Fourier transform, the second is the "wavelet transform," in which high frequency components are studied with sharper time resolution than low frequency components. The similarities and the differences between these two methods are discussed. For both schemes a detailed study is made of the reconstruction method and its stability, as a function of the chosen time-frequency density. Finally the notion of "time-frequency localization" is made precise, within this framework, by two localization theorems.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. The Windowed Fourier Transform and Coherent States
N SIGNAL ANALYSIS one often encounters the so-I called short-time Fourier transform, or windowed Fourier transform. This consists of multiplying the signal f ( t ) with a usually compactly supported window function g , centered around 0, and of computing the Fourier coefficients of the product gf. These coefficients give an indication of the frequency content of the signal f in a neighborhood of t = 0. This procedure is then repeated with translated versions of the window function (i.e., g ( t ) is replaced by g(t + to), g ( t +2t,,); . e , where t,, is a suitably chosen time translation step). This results in a collection of Fourier coefficients c,,,( f ) = / r dteimoll'g( t -nt,,) f ( t ) -m ( r n , n E Z ) . (1.1) Similar coefficients also occur in a transform first proposed by Gabor [l] for data transmission. The original proposal used a Gaussian function g, and parameters w O , to such that w o . t , , = 2~. A Gaussian window function is, of course, not compactly supported, but it has many other qualities. One of these is that it is the function which is optimally concentrated in both time and frequency, and therefore well-suited for an analysis in which both time and frequency localization are important. Gabor's original proposal, with w O . t o = 2~, leads to unstable reconstruc- Manuscript received November 9, 1987; revised December 7, 1988 . This work was presented in part at the International Conference on Mathematical Physics, Marseille, France, July 1986.
The author was with the Mathematics Department, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1003. She is now with AT&T Bell Laboratories, 600 Mountain Ave., Murray Hill, NJ 07974. IEEE Log Number 9036002. tion (see [2] , [3]; we shall come back to this in Section 11-C-1). The Gabor functions have been used in many different settings in signal analysis, either in discrete lattices (with ~~. t~) < 27-r for stable reconstruction) or in the continuous form described next. In many of these applications their usefulness stems from their timefrequency localization properties (see e.g., [41) .
Whatever the choice for g (Gaussian, supported on an interval, etc.), it is interesting to know to which extent the coefficients cm,( f 1 of (1.1) define the function f . This is one of the main issues of this paper.
The coefficients cmn( f ) in (1.1) can also be viewed as inner products of the signal f to be analyzed with a discrete lattice of coherent states. Let us clarify this statement. By "coherent states" we understand here the family of square integrable functions g ( p * q ) , generated from a single L2(R)-function g, by phase space translations ( p , q ) . A "discrete lattice" of coherent states is a discrete subset of the whole family obtained by restricting the labels ( p , q ) to a regular rectangular lattice in phase space. "Phase space," a term we borrow here from physics, stands for the two-dimensional time-frequency space, considered as one geometric whole. More precisely, g ( p -9 ) ( Here 2 denotes the Fourier transform of g, g ( k ) = ( 2~> -' /~/ d x e '~~g ( x ) .
The inner products (g(p.4), $1 will therefore "measure" the phase space content of the function $ around the phase space point ( p , q ) . See e.g., [8, Section V-A.] and [9] for two different methods of using coherent states in a study of semiclassical approximations to quantum mechanics.
A very important property of the coherent states is the so-called "resolution of the identity." It has been discovered and rediscovered many times (see the earlier papers in [7] ). A discussion of its relevance for signal analysis can be found in [lo] . For the sake of completeness, we give its (easy) proof in Appendix A. The "resolution of the identity" says that the map @ from L2(R) into L2(R2), defined by @ f ( p , q ) = ( g ( P~4 ) , f ) , is an isometry (up to a constant factor), i.e., Here, as in the remainder of this paper, (f, g ) stands for the L2-inner product of the functions f and g,
B. Phase Space in Signal Analysis
The appearance of a phase space concept, such as the coherent states, in signal analysis, is not altogether surprising. As pointed out by N. G. de Bruijn [ll] , it is an entirely natural concept in music. Let us consider a timedependent signal, which is a piece of music played (for the sake of simplicity), by a single instrument. If we disregard problems with high harmonics, with the "attack" of the notes, etc. (this is a simple example!), the musical score corresponding to the piece can be considered as a satisfactory representation of the time-dependent acoustic signal. A musical score indicates which notes have to be played at consecutive time steps. Thus, it gives a frequency analysis, locally in time, and is much closer to a short-time Fourier transform or a coherent states analysis, than to e.g., the Fourier transform, in which all track of time-dependence is lost, or at least not explicitly recognizable. The notation of a musical score, indicating time horizontally, and frequency vertically, is really a phase space notation. Phase space is thus seen to be a natural concept in signal analysis. This is also illustrated by the successful use, in signal analysis, of that other phase space concept, the Wigner distribution, as in [12] or [131.
As long as the continuously labelled coherent states g(Pxq) are used, we know, from (1.31 , that knowing a signal f is equivalent to knowing the inner products (g(P34),f).
This need not be automatically true if one restricts the labels ( p , 4) to the discrete sublattice (mp,,, nq,), m, n E Z; some conditions on g , p , , q , will be required. Let us define the map T
T : L2(R) -+ 1 2 ( Z 2 )
Formula (1.3a) implies that ( 1.3b) This means that a function f can be recovered completely, and easily, from the phase space "projections" (g(p,q),f). Note that, since (1. 3) holds for any g, one can use this freedom to choose g optimally for the application at hand. This freedom of choice was exploited in e.g., [8, Section V-A]; it will also be important to us here. If, instead of letting ( p , q ) roam over all of phase space, in a continuous fashion, we rather restrict ourselves to a discrete sublattice of phase space, then we revert to (1.1) .
That is, if we choose p o , q, > 0, and we define g,n( . ) = g(mP,l.n411) = eimptbxg( x -nq,) then clearly (with x interpreted as "time," p o = v,, (Tf)m,n = (g,,,f) = c m , ( f ) . ( 1.4) This map is the discrete analog of the "continuous" map in Section I-A. For all the cases of interest to us, the map T will be bounded. To have complete characterization of a function f by its coefficients c,,(f) we shall require that T be one-to-one. If the characterization of f by means of the c,,(f) is to be of any use for practical purposes, one needs more than this, however. It is important that the reconstruction of f from the coefficients c,,(f) (which is possible, in principle, if T is one-to-one) be numerically stable: if the sequences cmn(f), c,,,(g) are "close" for two given functions f and g, then we want this to mean that f and g are "close" as well. More concretely, we require that with A > 0, B < m, and A, B independent of f. This can be rewritten, in operator language, as c,,(f) = (gm,,f) = (g'""l13"""',f).
A n s T * T I B n . (1.6) This shows that the short-time Fourier transform can indeed be viewed as the computation of inner products with a discrete lattice of coherent states. The {U,; I = 1,2,3) do not constitute a basis because they are not linearly independent. In the infinite-dimensional frames we shall consider in this paper any finite number of vectors will be linearly independent in general, but there will still be "too many" vectors in the sense that any of them lies in the closed linear span of all the others. If the vectors constituting a tight frame are normalized, then the frame constant A = B indicates the "rate of redundancy" of the frame; if A = B = 1 then the frame is automatically an orthonormal basis.
While the constructions in [ 161 lead to satisfactory and easy inversion formulas for T , they have the drawback that the function g cannot be chosen freely, but has to be of the very particular type constructed in [161. For some applications however, the window function g might be imposed a priori, and not be of this particular type. In that case it is of interest to find ranges for the parameters po,qo such that the g,,, associated with the triplet g , p o , q o , constitute a frame. As we shall see next, snug frames, which are close to tight frames, i.e., for which the ratio B / A is close to 1, are particularly interesting, because they lead to easy inversion formulas with rapid convergence properties. It is therefore important to have good estimates for the frame bounds A and B. One of the questions we shall address in this paper is therefore the following: given g, 1) find a range R such that for ( p o , qo) E f ( x ) = C ( g m n 7 f ) e l m P ' 1 x g (~--n q , , ) .
m , n
The function 2 is essentially a multiple of g, with correction terms of the order of B / A -1; the closer B / A is to 1, the faster the series for 2 converges. Obtaining good frame bounds is important even if different reconstruction procedures are considered, or if only characterization of f by means of the cm, (f>= (g,,,f) and not full reconstruction (after e.g., transmission) is the main goal, since any stable reconstruction or characterization procedure can exist only if the g,, constitute a frame.
All of these concern expansions with respect to coherent states constructed according to (1.2) . We shall also discuss a different type of expansion, the so-called "wavelet expansion" [17] , [18] , which corresponds to coherent states of a different type.
D. Wavelets -A Different Kind of Coherent States
The coherent states g(p.4) all have the same envelope function g, which is translated by the amount q, and "filled in" with oscillations with frequency p (see Fig. la ). They typically have all the same width in time and in frequency. "Wavelets" are similar to the g (ps4) in that they also constitute a family of functions, derived from one single function, and indexed by two labels, one for position and one for frequency. More explicitly, where h is a square integrable function such that and where a, b E R, a # 0. Note that if h has some decay at infinity, then (1.7) is equivalent to the requirement /dxh(x)=O. The parameter b in the h ("Xb) gives the position of the wavelet, while the dilation parameter a governs its frequency. For la1 -=x 1, the wavelet h('*') is a very highly concentrated "shrunken" version of h , with frequency content mostly in the high frequency range. Conversely, for lul > > 1, the wavelet h(',') is very much spread out and has mostly low frequencies (see Fig. l(b) ). As a result of this construction, wavelets will be a better tool than the "canonical" coherent states g ( p , q ) in situations where better time-resolution at high frequencies than at low frequencies is desirable.
There exists a resolution of the identity for wavelets as well as for the canonical coherent sates. One finds, for all f l , f 2 E L2(m See Appendix A. Again, this implies that a function f can be recovered easily from the inner products ( A(',') , f ),
since
The similarities between the g ( p , q ) associated with the short-time Fourier transform and the wavelets h(',') are no accident: both families are special cases of "coherent states associated with a Lie-group,'' in the first case the Weyl-Heisenberg group, in the second case the ''U + b"-group or affine group. Wavelets are therefore also called "affine coherent states." They were first introduced, under this name, in [19] . They are of great interest for their own sake, and have led to interesting applications in quantum mechanics (see, e.g., [20] , [211) . They are also related to the use of dilation and translation techniques in harmonic analysis, which have turned out to be very powerful tools. It is likely that these techniques, and affine coherent states, will find interesting applications in quantum mechanics problems (see e.g., [22] ). We shall not go into these aspects here. Note that the "resolutions of the identity" (1.3) and (1.8) can be used as starting points for the construction of time-frequency localization or filter operators [23], [24] .
E. Discrete Lattices of Wavelets -The Wavelet Transform
In analogy to the lattice of coherent states associated with the short-time Fourier transform, which can be viewed as a discrete subset of the continuously labeled g(p99), we shall also consider discrete lattices of wavelets. We choose to discretize the dilation parameter a by taking powers of a fixed dilation step a, > 1, a = a;;l with m E Z. For different values of m the wavelets will be more or less concentrated, and we adapt the discretized translation steps to the width of the wavelet by choosing b = nb,,ay, with n E Z. This leads to
As we shall see, it is also important for the discrete case to have l & h ( x ) = 0.
The "discrete wavelet transform" is the analog of the map defined by (1.4) for the Weyl-Heisenberg case.'
Again one can investigate, as in the Weyl-Heisenberg case, whether the h,, and the associated wavelet transform lead to a "discrete approximation" of the resolution of the identity (l.B), i.e., whether a family of wavelets h,, constitutes a frame. As was shown in [16] , it is possible, given ao,bo, to construct explicit functions h such that the associated h,, constitute a frame, or even, in particular cases, a tight frame. These functions h are, as in the Weyl-Heisenberg case, o,f a very particular type. Typicall?
their Fourier transform h has a compact support; since h may be chosen in C", the function h may have arbitrarily fast decay, or
with c k <03 for all k E N. In practice, however, the constants c k turn out to be fairly large for functions h of the type constructed in [16] . This means that while h satisfies (1.101, its graph is very spread out (see [161) ; typically the distance between the maximum x, of h and the point x defined by sup{lh(y)I; y 2 x ) = 10-*1h(x,)l will be an order of magnitude larger than b,, the translation step parameter. For practical purposes, it is desirable to use functions h that are more concentrated than this, such as e.g., h ( x ) = (1 -x 2 ) e -x 2 / 2 . We shall therefore address the same questions as the Weyl-Heisenberg case, i.e., for given h : 1) find a range R for the parameters such that for (a,, from t h e w a v e l e t s h,,,, we shall call t h e g , ,
" W e y l -H e i s e n b e r g " c o h e r e n t states, a f t e r t h e g r o u p w i t h w h i c h they a r e a s s o c i a t e d ( s e e S e c t i o n I-D).
The wavelet transform can be used, like the short-time Fourier transform, for signal analysis purposes. As in the short-time Fourier transform the two integer indices, m and n , control respectively, the frequency range and the time translation steps. There are however some significant differences between the two transforms. Some of these differences may well make the less widely used wavelet transform a better tool for the analysis of some types of signals (e.g., acoustic signals, such as music or speech) than the short-time Fourier transform. Let us digress a little on a qualitative discussion of these differences.
F, Qualitative Comparison of the Short-Time Fourier Transform and the Wauelet Transfom
To illustrate this comparison we give graphs of typical g,, and h,, in Fig. 1 , and of the associated phase space lattices in Fig. 2 . More specifically, we represent each g,, or h,, by the point in phase space around which that function is mostly concentrated. In the Weyl-Heisenberg case, assuming that /& lg(x)I2 = 1 and /&xIg(x)l2 = 0 = /dkklg^(k)12, the lattice points are given by
In the affine case we again associate to every h,, the space localization point /&xlh,,(x)12 = nb,a," (assuming that /&lh(x)I2 = 1 and /dxxlh(x)12 = 0). Since the function Ifit and consequently all the I (~, , )l is even in many applications, the choice /dkkl(h,,) (k)12 is not appropriate for the frequency localization, since thisA integral is zero. This is due to the fact that the (h,,) have two peaks, one for positive and one for negative frequencies. We therefore represent the frequency content of h,, by two points, namely
The two lattice points corresponding to the positive and negative frequency localizations of h,, are thus Fig. 1 shows one very basic difference between the two approaches; while the size of the support of the g,, is fixed, the support of the h,, is essentially proportional to ay. As a result, high frequency h,,, which correspond to rn < < 0, are very much concentrated. This means, of course, that the time-translation step (if x is interpreted as "time") has to be smaller for high-frequency h,,, as shown by the phase space lattice in Fig. 2(b) . It also means, however, that the wavelet transform will be able to "zoom in" on singularities, using more and more concentrated h,, corresponding to higher and higher frequencies. In practice however, since T B t o , much higher values of m will be needed to reproduce, by means of the g,, sketched in Fig. l (a> (and which all have width T ) , a function f which is nonzero only in the interval [O,t,] . This is not the case if wavelets are used. The high frequency wavelets have very small support, so that the above problem (having to bring in much higher frequencies than intuitively needed) does not occur. Moreover, even for the high frequencies corresponding to f, which correspond in the wavelet transform to very negative values of m and a very small time translation step (see Fig. 2(b) ), only a few of the many time-steps necessary to cover [0, TI would be needed, namely only those corresponding to [0, t o ] . This is what is meant by the "zooming in" property of the wavelets. For this kind of problem, wavelets thus provide a more efficient way (needing fewer coefficients) of representing the signal. . Constant k , is given by k , = /,"dkk-l16(k)12; we have assumed h to be even, and we have chosen a, = 2.
Lowest frequency of interest is 2 a T -I ; typically t o T .
Let us illustrate this by the following simple example, taken from a grossly simplified problem in the synthesis of music. Typically one needs to be able to handle relatively low frequencies corresponding to the lowest notes and very high frequencies corresponding to high harmonics. Suppose one wants to be able to represent tones with frequency of the order of 27r/T. Suppose also that one wants to be able to render faithfully the "attack" of notes. This "attack" consists of very high harmonics at the start of the note which die out very quickly, typically in a time to T . We have represented one component of such an "attack" very schematically in Fig. 3 . Intuitively, the function f(t) in Fig. 3 seems to correspond to a signal with "frequency" 2.sr3/tO during the time interval [O, to] , while its amplitude on [[,,,TI is zero. Let us compare the performances of discrete Weyl-Heisenberg coherent states and of wavelets for this problem. In the first case, the support of g, and hence that of all the g,,, needs to have a width of at least T . The high frequency 6 r / t o This example is so much simplified that it is rather unrealistic. The "zooming in" faculty of the wavelets, illustrated by this example, does however play an important role in more realistic applications; it makes the wavelets a useful tool in the areas of signal analysis such as seismic analysis [25] and music synthesis [26] . This same property also makes the wavelets a choice tool for the detection of singularities [27] , [28] , which is of great interest to the analysis of vision [29] , [381, [40] , and for the study of fractals [67] .
As a final remark we note that the wavelet transform, unlike the short-time Fourier transform, treats frequency in a logarithmic way (as clearly shown by Fig. 2) , which is similar to our acoustic perception. This corresponds to constant Q as opposed to constant bandwidth filters. This is another argument for the use of wavelets for the analysis and/or synthesis of acoustic signals.
G. Short Historical Reiiew of the Wucelet Transform -Orthonormal Buses of Wurielets
As was already pointed out at the end of Section I-E. the use of functions h(',') generated from a single initial function h by means of dilations and translations is not new in either mathematics or physics, although their use is not so widespread as the Weyl-Heisenberg coherent states g ( p -y ' described in Section I-A. The use of the h('*') for signal analysis purposes, analogous to the use of the short-time Fourier transform, is much more recent, however. As a tool for signal analysis, the wavelet transform was first proposed by the geophysicist J. Morlet in view of applications for the analysis of seismic data [ 171,
[25]. J. Morlet's original name for the wavelets was "wavelets of constant shape", to contrast them with the analyzing functions in the short-time Fourier transform, which do not have a constant shape (see Fig. 1 ). The numerical success of J. Morlet's method prompted A. Grossmann to make a more detailed study of the wavelet transform; this resulted in the recognition that the wavelets h(a*h) corresponded to a square integrable representation of the ax + b-group. The resolution of the identity (1.8) and associated interpolation techniques were then proposed (and implemented) for reconstruction schemes. This work was presented in a series of papers [17], [18], [30] , in which the original longer name was shortened to "wavelet." These papers were concerned with the map associating to a function f E L2(W the function @ f ( u , b ) = (h(",') ,f), where a , b ran continuously over R* X R. (Here R* = R\{O}.) For closer comparison with the numerical situation, it is necessary to limit oneself to the discrete sublattices described in Section I-F. Again it was A. Grossmann who first realized the importance of the "frame" concept in this connection. It was around this time that I first became involved in the subject. Around the same time Y. Meyer, having learned about A. Grossmann's and J. Morlet's results, pointed out to them that there was a connection between their signal analysis methods and existing, powerful techniques in the mathematical study of singular integral operators. All this resulted in our first construction of a special type of frames [16]. It also was the start of a cross-fertilization between the signal analysis applications and the purely mathematical aspects of techniques based on dilations and translations. The wavelet frames constructed in [161 are based on functions h with compactly supported and C" Fourier transform. A similar construction can be made for Weyl-Heisenberg coherent states [161. In that case, due to the Balian-Low theorem (see Section 11-C-l), there is a tradeoff between redundancy of the frame and smoothness of the frame functions: if one requires the g,,, to constitute a basis (i.e., no redundancy), then either xg (x) or k g ( k ) is not square integrable. For the Weyl-Heisenberg case one is thus forced to consider frames rather than bases if the phase space localization properties of g are important. It seemed natural to assume that the same would be true for the affine case, and 
exists a function JI such that the JI,,(x)=2-"*JI(2-'x-n), These different families of orthonormal wavelet bases have created quite a stir among mathematicians. Apart from applications to signal analysis, they should be useful in physics also. A first application, to quantum field theory, can be found in [41]. All these orthonormal bases are, however, rather spread out numerically, if one wants h to be reasonably regular ( h E Ck, with k large enough).
If one is willing to give up the requirement of a basis and to settle for a frame (giving up the linear independence-see the remark in Section 1 -0 , then much better localized C" h can be chosen. This makes frames more interesting than orthonormal bases for certain wavelet applications in signal analysis. Another reason is that, as will be shown later, for a given desired reconstruction precision, frames allow one to calculate the wavelet coefficients with less precision than would be needed in the orthonormal case; the number of coefficients calculated is, of course, higher. This may be useful in some numerical applications. The present paper addresses "frame" questions. We shall formulate criteria under which the h,, constitute a frame, and then derive some properties of these frames. Since similar techniques can be used for Weyl-Heisenberg coherent states, we address the same questions for that case as well. The basic results of this paper were reported, in an abridged version, at two mathematics conferences, in March 1986 [42] 
This means that in phase space, f is mostly concentrated on [ -T , T ] X ( [ -L R 2 , -flI]U[LRI,f12]).
One would then expect that only those phase space lattice points, in Fig. 2 , lying within this box (plus those lying very close to it) would suffice to approximately reconstruct f . It turns out that this intuition is essentially right. Note that such a "box" contains only a finite number of points. We also show how the "over-sampling'' inherent to working with frames permits, for fixed desired precision on the reconstruction of f , to compute the coefficients c,,(f) with less precision than would be needed in the orthonormal case.
I. Some Remarks
A first remark we want to make is that while we shall stick, throughout the paper, to one dimension (i.e., a two-dimensional phase space), it is possible to generalize the results to more than one dimension. For the Weyl-Heisenberg case this is trivially true. For the wavelet case two possibilities exist. In the first case dilations and translations are used, independently in the n dimensions, and then again the extension is trivial. In the second case one uses n-dimensional translations, but only one dilation parameter, which acts simultaneously on all dimensions. (J) by ( T f ) , = (4/,f). Here I'(J) stands for the space of square summable complex sequences indexed by J . The operator T is clearly bounded, llTf 11 I B1''1l f 11. We shall call T the "frame operator" associated with the frame ( 4 1 ) l E J .
Its adjoint operator T* maps I 2 ( J ) onto 2; it is defined by T*c = C I E J c , 4 / , 2) The associated frame operator f is given by f = where f T * = T f * is the orthogonal projection operator, in /' (I) , onto the range of T .
Proofi
For any f E 2, we have
It then follows from (2.1.2) that the <$,),,, constitute a frame, with frame _bounds B -' and A-'.
By the definition of the 4, we have 
T ( T * T ) -' T * c = T ( T * T ) -' T * T~= ~f =
C .
This proves f T * = P = T f * .
U
The operation {4/; I E 1) -+ {$/; I E J ) defines, in a sense, a duality pperation. The same procedure, applied to the frame ($/; I E J ) , gives the original frame {4[; 1 E J ) back again. We shall therefore call (6,; E J ) the dual frame of {4/; 1 E J ) . The duality 4,-4, is also expressed by (2.1.3); for any f , g E 2 we have
I E J I € J
In what follows we shall so often encounter T*T (rather than T alone) that it makes sense to introduce a new Of all the possible "quasi-inverses" for T , T* is therefore the only one that automatically projects sequences in ( R a n T ) A similar phenomenon occurs with the infinite-dimensional frames we shall consider. While no finite number of them will be linearly dependent, there generally do exist convergent linear combinations, involving infinitely many +/, which sum to zero. This again causes "reconstruction formulas" to be nonunique, but again the 4l = will offer the optimal solution, in the sense that they are the only choice leading to to zero while effecting the reconstruction. Since C: = ,4/ = 0 in this example, it is clear, however, that for any choice of a E 2, an equally valid reconstruction formula is given by 2 3 ( 4 , , u ) .
Z C ,~,
The choice a = 0, corresponding to (2. To apply (2.1.4) it is, of course, necessary to construct the Remark: For the reconstruction formula (2.1.4) for f from its coefficients ( $ , , f ) , we have used (2.1.3), namely that f * T = n. One can also interpret (2.1.3) differently.
This tells us that any function f can be expanded in the 4/, and gives us a recipe for calculating appropriate coefficients. This is the point of view taken in so-called "atomic decompositions." It is thus clear that frames and atomic decompositions are dual notions [481.
All the previous formulas become much simpler if the frame is tight, i.e., if B = A . In that case
If the frame constant for a tight frame is equal to one, This is no longer the case if one of the other "equally A = 1, then the reconstruction formula looks exactly like
the decomposition of a function with respect to an orthonormal basis, f = c h ( 4 l . f ) .
I E J
In fact, if the vectors in a tight frame with frame constant 1 are all normalized, then the frame constitutes an orthonormal basis, as can easily be seen by the following argument: Formula (2.1.5) then gives an algorithm for the computation of the 6,; as (2. 
Using this multiplication formula for the operators W , one easily finds that
Hence This implies
( g r n n ) " =T-'grnn
We have thus only one function to compute, i.e., goo =U-'g, instead of a double infinity of different (gmn)"(m, n E Z ) . If moreover B / A is close to 1, then the rapidly converging series (2.1.5) can be used for this computation.
In the affine case, we find
Again we can use the composition law ( a ; ; , O ) .
to show that Note that we have no translation in these U-operators; it turns out that U does not commute with U ( a r , nb, a:) 
The simplification is less drastic than in the WH case, since only one of the two indices is eliminated, and one still has to compute the infinite number of (h,,)" = U-Ihtrn. In practice, however, only a finite number are needed, and for the computation of these it is again a big help if B / A is close to 1.
Note that if one stops at the first term ( k = 0) in (2.1.51, one obtains the approximate inversion formula
. -,
If B / A is close enough to one, this is a fairly good approximation. In the first calculations with wavelets, the formula used for analysis and reconstruction was very similar to (2.1.7) [25] , without theoretical basis. It turns out that in those frames B / A was indeed vcry close to 1, so that fapprox is a good approximation to f.
B. Tight Frames
1)
Explicitly Constructed Tight Frames: In this subsection we review shortly, for the sake of completeness, the explicit construction of tight frames given in [16] . We have drawn inspiration from [31] to make the construction more elegant. For examples, graphs and a more detailed discussion we refer to [16] .
In both cases an auxiliary function v of the following type is used v : R -t R If v is chosen to be a C k (or C") function, then the resulting frames will consist of ck (em) functions. 
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The overall factor q o 1 I 2 normalizes g ; one easily checks that ldxlg(x)I2 = 1. The following two properties of g are crucial.
These two properties together ensure that the gmn, g,,Jx) = eimpOxg(x -nq,), constitute a tight frame. By Plancherel's theorem we have indeed for all f E L2(R),
One finds thus g m , ( x ) = G ( x ) -' g m n ( x ) , and the inversion formula becomes
Remark: If the function U is chosen to be C", then g is a compactly supported C"-function. While the uncertainty principle can of course not be violated, this nevertheless allows fairly good localization of g in both time and frequency. The coefficients ( g , , , f ) do therefore correspond to a reasonably accurate time-frequency localized picture of the signal f. Moreover, there exists a constant A = 2 7 1 . / p , . q , such that where we have used the notation g ( y ) * to denote the complex conjugate of g ( y ) . Note that the same calculation can be made whenever lsupport gl I 271./p0, even if The function h itself is given by the inverse Fourier transform,
The normalization of h has been chosen so that
The following two properties of h are again crucial:
where x[,,,,) is the indicator function of the right half line, [,,,,,(y) = 0, otherwise. These properties together enable us to construct a tight frame based on h. By Parseval's theorem, we have, for all f E L2(R),
then this calculation shows that the (h&; m,n E Z) constitute a tight frame. Specifically, llfl12. (2.2.5)
h'" = Im h , constitute a tight frame. Strictly speaking, the
are not quite of the type described in the introduction, since they are not obtained by dilating and translating one single function. As shown by the computation leading to (2.2.4), the operator U = T*T handles the positive and negative freque2cy domains independently. Since the Fourier transform h of h , defined by (2.2.2), is entirely supported on the positive half line, the use of a second function, which will handle the negative frequencies, is therefore unavoidable. In other examples (see e.g, Section 11-C-2) the function h will be chosen such that h is supported on both the negative and the positive half lines, and one function suffices. Let us return to the construction (2.2.2). For a special set of signals f Lo be analyzed, one may restrict oneself, even if support h c[O,m), to only one basic function h , and the associated wavelets h,,,,,. This happens if one knows a priori, as is often the case, that the signal f is real. Since then f ( -y ) = f ( y ) * , one finds As for the Weyl-Heisenberg case, a calculation similar to (2.2.4) can be carried out whenever the support width of h is smaller than 27r/b,, even if (2.2.3) is not satisfied. The operator U becomes then
Hence
In the construction of the orthonormal basis, in 1 1311, the procedure starts in the same way. The function v is chosen to be C", and has one additional property, (2.2.6)
The "doubling" (using superscripts + to be able to cover, in Fourier space, the whole real line instead of only the half line) is avoided in [31] by incorporating also the mirror image of h into the basis function I,/J. Explicitly,
Due to the extra property (2.2.6) of v, one easily checks that 11$112 = j k II,/J(x)12 = 1. Note that the size of the support of 6 is no longer equal to 2 r / b , , so that the straightforward calculation made previously no longer works. In fact, the set of functions I,/Jmn(x) = U ,~/~I , / J ( U ; "~ -nb,), m , n E Z, turns out to be an orthonormal basis of L2(R) as the result of some miraculous cancellations, for which the property (2.2.6) of the function v turns out to be quite crucial [31] . These cancellations occur only when a, takes on a very special value, namely when As pointed out in the introduction, the concept of multiscale analysis allows one to understand more deeply why this construction works, so that the "miraculous cancellations" just mentioned become less
2) Relations Between the Frame Parameters and the Frame Bounds:
In the explicitly constructed tight frames, the frame constant A is given by A = 27r/p0q0, for the Weyl-Heisenberg case, and by A = r r / b, log a,, for the affine or wavelet case. This is no coincidence. We show in this subsection that these values for A are imposed by the normalizations chosen for g , h , and are independent of the details of the construction, i.e., they are generally true for all tight frames. More generally, we prove inequalities for the frame bounds A , B for all Weyl-Heisenberg frames or wavelet frames, tight or not.
a ) The Weyl-Heisenberg case: Let us assume that the (+",,; m , n E Z) are an arbitrary frame of discrete Weyl-Heisenberg coherent states, with frame constants A , B , and lattice spacings p,, q,, i.e.,
Allfll' l c I (+,,,f) ( a , b ) {gmn; m,n E HI with llgll= 1. (For p o -q o < 2rr, we take g as constructed in Section 11-B-la); for pn'qn = 2rr, take where we have assumed llhll= 1. On the other hand,
otherwise). One easily checks that
It follows that A i = sup 1 h f ( x ) .
S E [ O , I ] x,-a
Then
For the sake of completeness we provide a proof for the case N = 1; the case for general N can be proved analogously, though the inequalities can be sharpened if some of the xi are within a distance 1 of each other.
Proof: Let n,, be the largest integer not exceeding xl, the point where f reaches its maximum. Since f is increasing on ( -m , x l ] and decreasing on [xl,m) , and since
Let us apply this to (2.2.14). Choose F to be any positive, continuous L1 function on R, tending to zero at infinity, with one local maximum, at x = O . Choose A>0, and define
Applying Lemma 2.2 to (2.2.14) then leads to
(2.2.16) A Inserting (2.2.15) and (2.2.16) into (2.2.111, and taking the limit for A --) 0 leads to
These inequalities hold for any frame of wavelets $rnn Incidentally, (2.2.17) shows that the basic function 4 for a frame of wavelets must 2atisfy the same "admissibility condition," i.e., /dylyl-'14(y)12 <CO, as the functions from which continuously labeled affine coherent states are constructed (see Section I-D). In particular, if the 4rnn constitute a tight frame of wavelets, then
In the explicitly constructed tight frames in Section II-Blb, two functions (either h *, with h+ = h, h -= h*, or h(*), A = 1,2, with h(I) = Re h, h(') = Im h ) were needed to construct tight frames of wavelets (i.e., the h;,, or the h',":, A = 1,2). For such frames the arguments lead to the frame constant This agrees with the value A = 257/ bo log a,, obtained in Section 11-B-Ib (see (2.2.5)), sinFe we chose the normalization of h such that {dy lyl-'lh(y)l2 = 1.
C. General (Not Necessarily Tight) Frames in
L2( R) -Ranges for the Lattice Spacings -Frame Bounds
As we already explained in the introduction, it may be necessary in some applications to resort to nontight frames. This can be the case if the basic function g or h is imposed a priori (because of its adaptation to the problem at hand), or in the case of wavelets, when the explicit examples of functions h leading to tight frames are too spread out.
In this section we treat the following questions:
1) Is there a range of parameters that is excluded a priori (i.e., independently of the choice of g or h)? was also used by Gel'fand (see, e.g., Ch. XI11 in [561). J. Zak seems, however, to have been the first to recognize it as the versatile tool it is and to have studied it systematically. It has many very interesting properties; its applications range from solid state physics to the derivation, in [57] , of new relationships between Jacobi's theta functions. Before embarking on the proof of Theorem 2.3, we briefly review the definition and some of the properties of U,. The Zak transform U, is defined by
where the parameter A > 0 can be adjusted to the problem at hand. For the proof of Theorem 2.3 we shall take
Strictly speaking, the definition (2.3.1) does only make sense for the subspace of the L2-functions for which the series converges. It is, however, easy to extend (2.3.1) from those functions for which it is well-defined, to all of L2 (R) . One way of doing this is to observe that the images under (2.3.1) of the orthonormal basis emn of L2(R), 
where k , 1 are integers, independent of t , s because of the continuity of log U, f . But (2.3.3) leads immediately to the following contradiction:
This proves that we started from a false premise, i. = q i / 2 s (~Z f ) ( t , s ) -q 0 3 / 2 C e 2 . r r i r ' l f ( q g ( s -~) ) I 
This shows that xg
.
If the square integrability of the partial derivatives of G implied that G was continuous (which it does not, since we are in more than one dimension), then the proof would be finished. By the argument given before the proof, inf IC1 would then be zero, which is in contradiction with (2.3.5). This is essentially the argument of Balian in [HI, where the implicit assumption that G is continuous seems to be made. Lemma 2.4, due to R. Coifman and S. Semmes, which we state below, shows how the boundary conditions (2.3.21, together with the bounds (2.3.51, lead to a contradiction, without assuming continuity for G . The main idea is to use an averaged version of G . This averaged function is automatically continuous, and, if the averaging is done on a small enough scale, close enough to G so that the properties inherited from (2.3.5) and (2.3.2) still lead to a contradiction. This then proves Theorem 2.3. 0 Lemma 2.4: Assume that G is a bounded function on R2 that is locally square integrable and which satisfies G ( t + l , s ) = G ( t , s ) 
G ( t , s + l ) = e 2 T r f G ( t , s ) .
If both a,G and d,G are locally square integrable, then essinf,,,,,,, IG(t,s)l= 0.
Here the "essential infimum" of a measurable function f is defined by essinf f = inf {A; I{ x ; f ( x ) I [70] .
For the critical value p o -q o = 2~ we see thus that not much regularity and/or decay can be expected from a function g leading to a frame. This is in marked contrast with the case p o -q o < 2~. In that case, as shown in Section 11-B-la, there even exist C"-functions g with compact support such that the associated g,, constitute a tight frame.
This critical value p o . q o = 27r, has a physical meaning. As shown by Fig. l(a) , (po.qo)-l is the density, in phase space, of the discrete lattice of functions g,,. The density (27r)-' is nothing but the Nyquist density; it is well-known in information theory that time-frequency densities at least as high as the Nyquist density are needed for a full transmission of information. It is therefore not surprising to encounter this same critical value here. One encounters the same argument in quantum physics, often used in semiclassical approximations, where a complete set of independent states (i.e., a set of linearly independent functions in L2(R) whose linear combinations span a dense subspace in L2(R)) heuristically corresponds to a density (257)-' in phase space. In other words, every state "occupies" a "cell" of area 27r in phase space.
For po.qo > 27r, the intuition from physics or information theory suggests that the associated phase space lattice is "too loose," i.e., that the g,, cannot span the whole Hilbert space. More precisely, we expect that for is given in Appendix B.
any g E L2(R), there exists at least one f E L2(R), f # 0, such that (g,,, f ) = 0 for all m , n E Z. This is indeed the case.
If p o . q o /27r > 1 is rational, then the following argument, again using the Zak transform, shows how to construct a function f .
By a dilation argument we can restrict ourselves to the For n = kL + I , with I, k E Z, 0 I I < L, this reduces to i l i
We can rewrite (2.3.6) as
We are thus led to the linear system of equations The theorem below gives sufficient conditions on g and q, under which this cannot happen, i.e., there always exist some p o > 0 (in fact, a whole interval) leading to a frame. 2) The set { p o ; the g,, associated to g,p,,q, constitute a frame) with g and q, fixed need not be connected. It is possible that this set contains values of po larger than Pi. amounts to writing an expansion with respect to the g,, associated to g, p o , qo, where p o . qo = 277. This choice seems very natural from the point of view of information theory, since it corresponds exactly to the Nyquist density. However, since both xg and g' are square integrable in this case, Theorem 2.3 tells us that the g,, cannot possibly constitute a frame. In fact, the Zak transform U,g of g (see Section 11-C-la) can be constructed explicitly in this case; it is one of Jacobi's theta-functions, and it has a zero in (1/2,1/2) [21, [31, [601, [631. The operator U of Section 11-A is unitarily equivalent with multiplication by IUzg12 on L2 ([0, 112) , and is therefore one-to-one, but it has an unbounded inverse, i.e., turns out to be discontinuous as well as nonsquare-integrable (see Fig. 4(f) ). Table I ). It turns out that ph is always very close to 27r/q,; for this reason we have tabulated (27r/qi,.p6)-1, rather than p6 itself.
The difference (27/q0.p6)-1 is largest for q(, = G, where it is about 4 X lop3. 
2.5
4X lo-' *The deviation, for g ( x ) = ~-' /~e x p ( -x2/2), of the estimated value ph from the optimal value 2~/ 9 , ) (see text).
Note that P i _< 27/q,. The numerical results show therefore that in this case the estimate pf, is remarkably close to the true critical value Pi. In fact they suggest the conjecture that P i = 2 7 / q 0 , for all qo > 0, in this case. I believe that this conjecture holds for all positive functions g with positive Fourier transform.
Next we list the estimates (2.3.14) and (2. ( 
I )
This is entirely similar to computations made in Section 11-C-la; see also [451. Consequently, as in Section 11-C-la (see also [161, [45] ) which implies To find A and B, in the case where 27r/(p,.q,) is an integer, it suffices therefore to compute Uzg and these two extrema.
In Table I1 Table I ), the ratio B / A becomes very large, as was to be expected. The convergence of the formula for 2, measured by r, will be very slow. For qo = 2.0, p o = 7 / q 0 = ~/ 2 , the ratio r is already of the order of 0.2, while qo = 1.5, p o = 7r/3, q o p o = 7 / 2 leads to r = 0.025. In the latter case a few terms will suffice to obtain an accuracy of is the computation of 2. This shows that very good frames can be obtained with lattice spacings that are not very small.
In (Figs. 4(a)-4(e) ), the function g remains square integrable, however. One can even show that it remains C", with fast decay. This is no longer the case if p o = qo = ( 2~) "~. In this limiting case, where the g, , no longer constitute a frame, one can still construct = U-'g, but, as previously shown, is no longer in L2. This singular g' was first plotted by Bastiaans [2]; we have replotted it here in Fig. 4(f In this case r n ( g ; q , ) and M ( g ; q , ) can be calculated explicitly.
One finds
ii) The exponential case:
The function p cannot be written in closed analytic form.
In Table 111 we list p ; for a few values of qo; we also list again 27r/(qo.p;)-l, which is much less close to zero in this case. In Table IV (2.3.151, turn out to be remarkably close to the true values, giving deviations of at most a few percent on A , and less than 0.1% on B. In the next example we shall find similar orders of magnitude for the deviation of our estimates for A , B with respect to the exact values. The formulas (2.3.14) and (2.3.15) seem thus to give quite good results, despite the rather brutal estimating methods used.
For every one of the values of the product q o * p o in Table I1 we have also computed by means of the inversion formula (2.1.5). These functions g' are plotted in Fig. 4 , for the choice qo = po.
For p o = qo = (7r/2)'I2, we know, from In the two cases, in Table IV , where the exact values of A , B can be computed via the Zak transform (for q o * p o = 7r/2 and q o * p o = 7r/4), we see again that the estimates for A and B given by (2.3.14) and (2.3.15) are remarkably close to the exact values. The error on B is negligible, and the error on A does not exceed a few percent. Note also that frames based on the exponential used here are much less ''snug" than Gaussian frames (compare e.g., the value of r for qo = 1, p o = ~/ 2 , which is 0.399 in the present case, but 0.037 for a Gaussian). 
2) The Wavelet Case: a ) Ranges for the parameters a,, bo-Estimates for the frame bounds:
In Section 11-B-lb) we construct tight frames for arbitrary choices of a, > 1, b, > 0. This shows that there exists no absolute, a priori limitation on a,, b, -values leading to frames, unlike the WeylHeisenberg case, where p o . q o I 2 7 is a necessary condition (see Section 11-C-la)). This freedom in the choice of aO,b, is deceptive, however, because of the behavior of wavelet frames under dilations. If the h,,, based on h , with parameters a,, bo, constitute a frame, then so do the hy;,,, based on h,(x) = y'I2h(yx), with frame parameters a,,y-'b,. This explains, at least partially, why a frame can be constructed for any pair a,,b,. To eliminate this dilational freedom, let us restrict our attention, in the pre:ent discussion, to frames such that llhll= 1 and jdk lkl-'Ih(k)l* = 1. Under this restriction, one might hope again that there exists a critical curve b$a,) separating the "frameable" pairs from the "nonframeable," with the orthogonal bases corresponding to the curve itself. This was the situation for the Weyl-Heisenberg case. It turns out however that this picture is not true in the wavelet case. At the end of this subsection, in Theorem 2.10, we establish the following counterexample. We take Y. Meyer's basic wavelet I,/J, and look at the i , !~, , ,~~~, a family of wavelets generated from I,/J with a,= 2, b, arbitrary. For bo= 1, these wavelets constitute an orthonormal basis [31] . If there existed a nice critical curve bh (a,) separating frameable and nonframeable values, then we would expect that the i,!J,,,n;h,, would not be a frame for bo > 1 ("not enough" vectors), and might be a frame consisting of nonindependent vectors for b,, < 1 ("too many" vectors). It turns out, however (see Theorem 2.10), that there exists E > 0 such that, for all values of 6,) in (1 -E , 1 + E ) , the associated i,!J,,:b,, constitute a basis for L* (R) . This baffling fact shows that the concept of "phase space density," so well-suited for Weyl-Heisenberg frames, is not well adapted to the wavelet situation.
For the wavelet case this is all we have to say in answer to question 11, as formulated at the start of Section 11-C. The following theorem addresses question 21, i.e., the determination for a given function h , of a range R such that the h,, are a frame for all choices (a,, bo) E R. The formulation of this theorem is very similar to Theorem 2.5, and so is its proof. 2) The range R of "good" parameters, i.e., the set of (a,, Choose b, such that
Then the (h;,,; rn, and (2.3.29, (2.3.26) . As already mentioned above, most practical applications use a, = 2. This choice makes numerical computations much easier since it means that the translation steps b,,.2rn (see Fig. l(b) ), for two different frequency levels m , > m 2 , are multiples of each other. It also makes the different frequency levels correspond to "octaves." On the other hand one likes to use fyctions h with fairly concentrated Fourier transforms h, correspondinng to a good frequency resolution. This means that Crnlh(2"x)12 is bound to have rather large oscillations; since then m(h;2) is much smaller than M(h;2), this leads to high, and therefore unpleasant values of B / A . This can be avoided by the use ocseveral functions h', chosen so that the minima of ACmlhJ(2rnx)12 are compensated by the maxima of C,,,lh"(2'"~)1~, for some j ' # j . This is made explicit by the following corollary of Theorem 2.7.
Proofi The proof is a simple variant on the proof of Theorem 2.8.
0
In the special case where a,,= 2, one can, of course, replace p' in (2.3.301, (2.3.31) by pi, with pi defined as in Theorem 2.8, for j = 0; . ., N -1. Then the sums over k # 0 also have to be replaced by sums over only odd k .
The number N of functions used is called the number of "voices" per octave [28] . In numerical calculations N = 4 seems to be a satisfactory choice.
In practice one often chooses the h"; . ., hN-l to be dilated versions of one function h , i.e., hJ( x ) = 2-j/Nh(2-'/Nx),
The phase space lattice corresponding to the {hAn; m , n E Z, j = 0; . ., N -1) is the superposition of N lattices of the type depicted in Fig. l(b) , shifted with respect to each other in frequency. Fig. 5 shows such a Fig. 5 is "denser" than the corresponding lattice (see e.g., Fig. l(b) ) would be for the same basic wavelet h , but with a , = 2'", and with only one function (namely h1 per dilation step (instead of N , as in Fig. 5 ).
b) Examples:
We illustrate the different bounds with several examples. In practice, it is by far preferable to use a, = 2, rather than noninteger values. We have therefore, in all our examples, restricted ourselves to a, = 2, and introduced several voices (see Corollary 2.11). The different voice-functions h J are always obtained, in these examples, by dilation of one given function h (see (2.3.32)). 
The dilation parameter a , = 2 in all cases; N is the number of "voices" (see text).
0, otherwise
ii) The Mexican hat: The Mexican-hat function is the second derivative of the Gaussian (up to a sign), 2
The graph of h looks a bit like a transverse section o,f a Mexican hat (see Fig. 2(b) ), whence the name. Since h is positive, the formulas using p rather than PI are more effective here. The same will be true in our next examples. Table V iii) The eighth deriuatiue of the Gaussian: Functions like the Mexican hat and higher order derivatives of the Gaussian are useful in applications of the wavelet transform to edge detection (see, e.g., [27] ). Table V-C lists the estimates for the frame bounds A , B for wavelets based on the eighth derivative of the Gaussian,
Since this is an oscillating function, one suspects that the formulas analogous to (2.3.301, (2.3.311, but using P I
~( y ) = ( z )
y e . rather than p, will perform better than the P-formulas.
This turns out to be true. Table V This is a typical example of a function where, with a,, = 2 fixed, the introduction of several voices is necessary. For N = 1 (i.e., only one voice, corresponding to the phase space lattice in Fig. l(b) ) one finds that M(k;2)/m(k;2) is equal to 3.385. This Feans tha! the ratio B / A , which is bounded below by M(h; 2)/ m(h; 21, is pretty large, with N = 1, even for very small values of bo. As soon as more voices are introduced, the ratio M/m becomes much smaller, and snug frames can be constructed, for appropriate choices of bo. We have restricted ourselves, in Table Vc , to the choices N = 2,3,4, excluding N = 1.
iv) The modulated Gaussian: In this case we take h(.) =T-1/4(e-lkx-e -k 2 / 2 ) e -x 2 / 2 Note that fi is almost completely concentrated on the positive frequency kalf line; neglecting terms with negative arguments for h in the previousjormulas leads back to the frame bounds for support h c R , . In the first reconstructions with this wavelet, before even the connection with continuously labelled affine coherent states was made (see Sections I-E,I-F), a formula similar to (2.1.7) was used. This reconstruction formula turned out to be extremely precise. Our calculations of frame bounds show why. For N = 4, bo = 1, for instance, which are choices that do correspond to values used in practice (in fact, [251 uses even higher values of N , and smaller values of bo),
we find B / A = 1.0008. Hence r = (B -A ) / ( B + A ) = 0.04%, which explains why (2.1.7) is such a good approximation to the true reconstruction formula. As in the previous example, the ratio M / m is rather large for N = 1, and we have computed the frame bounds only for N = 2,3, and 4. They are tabulated in Table V-D. 
Remark:
The tables show that extremely snug frames can be obtained for quite reasonable phase space lattices (i.e., N not too large, bo not too small). Note, however, that even when B / A s not very close to 1, the frame may still be useful. For B / A = 1.5, e.g., the convergence factor r = ( B -A ) / ( B + A ) is still of the order of 0.2; while this is insufficient to permit the use of the approximation formula (2.1.71, it does mean that only a few iterations will suffice for the computation of the (h,,)" up to e.g., leading, again, to a very accurate reconstruction formula.
D. Frames in Other Spaces than L2(R)
The results in this section are more technical and specialized than those in the preceding sections. The reader who is mostly interested in ,!,'-results can safely omit reading this section and go to Section 111, where we again discuss L2-estimates. I ) Motivation: Why Other Spaces than L2 (R) ?: So far, we have restricted ourselves to studying frames in L'(R1.
The preceding section was mainly concerned with the formulation of conditions under which the short-time Fourier expansions (Weyl-Heisenberg case) or the wavelet expansions (affine case) would converge with respect to the L2-norm. As explained in the introduction, both types of expansions are used in the analysis, e.g., of time-dependent signals. For such signals f ( t > , the square of the L2-norm, j:,dtlf(t)12, is a natural quantity, often called ON INFORMATION THEORY, VOL. 36, NO. 5, SEPTEMBER 1990 the "energy" of the signal in electrical engineering literature. It is therefore customary to require L2-convergence for series representations of these signals.
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This does not mean, however, that convergence in other topologies is not important. For example, convergence in L P(R)-spaces, with p f 2, where the coefficients are weighted in a way different from L2 (R) , would certainly indicate that the series is more "robust" than if it converged in L2 (R) alone. On the other hand, if the signals themselves have some regularity (consider, e.g., the case where not only f but also its first k derivatives are in L' (R) ), then one would wish that the partial sums of the series representing f share that regularity, and that the convergence respects this (in the previous example, this would mean L2-convergence also for the first k derivatives). It would therefore be interesting to have convergence in the Sobolev spaces for at least some s > 0.
In the two subsections following this one, we shall show that for suitably chosen g or h , and appropriate parameters p 0 , p 0 or a,,b,, the resulting frames are frames in where the series converges in L' (R) . If the frame is not tight, then the (hm,)-are not multiples of the h,,, and in general they will not be generated by dilations and translations of a single function (see Section 11-A).
There are several ways in which (2.4.1) may fail to extend to Lp (R) , with p # 2, or to &(R), with s # 0. One possibility is that the coefficients (h,,,f) are not well defined for all f in the space under consideration, i.e., that h does not belong to the dual of this space. This is not really a problem: it is enough to impose some regularity and/or decay conditions on h to avoid this. Something much more pernicious may happen, however. It is possible that even though h is a "nice" function, the elements 2-m/2 JI(2-"x -n ) constitute an unconditional basis for many function spaces, including all the Lp(R), 1 < p < W.
The wavelet coefficients (JI,,, f ) can be used to characterize these spaces and their duals [311. In particular, LP-spaces are characterized as follows: for any function f one has the equivalence
where xmn is the indicator function of the interval I , , = [2mn, 2"(n + 1)). The basic wavelet in Lemarik's construction is the following perturbation of JI:
This function h is clearly in C", and has fast decay at W. We use the same dilation and translation parameters as
where U is the partial isometry defined by U+,, = JIm-12n. For Irl < 1, the operator (1 -rU) is one-to-one and onto, which means that the h,, still constitute a basis for L2(W if Irl < 1.
The dual frame (hmn)-is given by
where U *$, 2n + = 0, and U *JI, 2 n = JI, + n. In particular are valid, and converge, in particular, for all LP-spaces (1 < p < w) and all <(R). Nevertheless, there exist (nontight) frames for which the (h,,)" happen to be dilations and translations of a single functicn h, and where, as in our first example, h is "nice" and h is not, causing (2.4.1) to fail in at least some function spaces. Our second example illustrates this; it is a special case of a construction made by Ph. Tchamitchian [353. It is now easy to construct the example previously announced. Take h ( x ) = 7 ( x ) . Then h is of compact support, and h belong to 2?5/2-e(R), for all E > 0, because of (2.4.5). Since the h,,(x) = 2-m/2h(2-mx -n ) constitute a frame, we can construct the dual frame, (h,,,) ". Since the h,, are linearly independent, however, and because of (2.4.4), we find (h,,,)" = U,,,. Since (T E &(RI only if s < 1/2-E, we see that all the functions in the dual frame are much less "nice" than those in the original frame; in particular, they are discontinuous, while h itself, together with its first derivative, is continuous.
2) Weyl-Heisenberg Frames in Sobolev Spaces:
The examples in the preceding subsection show that one must be wary when trying to generalize frames, and the associated expansions, to other function spaces than L2 (R) . One can however apply the techniques used in Section 11-C to extend the notion of frame to a "strip" of Sobolev spaces &, with Is1 < so. sufficient condition for the frame expansion formula to hold on a "strip" of Sobolev spaces. To obtain a wide "strip," for fixed p o , it is clear from (2.4.6) that we have to choose qo sufficiently small. Typically, we would expect the critical value q,C(s) (the value of qo for which equality occurs in (2.4.6)) to be a decreasing function of s. Note that one needs to impose a decay condition on p'(s>, similar to (2.3.131, to ensure the existence of q, C(s). 3) Since C, E ,12(x + mpJI IB(x + mp, + y)l is periodic in x , with period p,, and since [1+(x + y)']/
( 1 + x 2 ) has its maximum, resp. minimum, at x = -y / 2 sgn ( y ) d w , it suffices, for numerical computation of P"(y), to take the supremum over values of x in an interval of length p o around -y / 2 + s g n ( y ) \ / l + y 2 / 4 .
Example: For g ( x ) = r -' l 4 exp(-x2/2), 
3) Wavelet Frames in Sobolev Spaces:
Since the techniques used for proving frame bounds in L2 (R) were essentially the same for the wavelet case as for the Weyl-Heisenberg case, it is not surprising that we can prove the following proposition. Proofi The proof is entirely analogous to the proof of Example: Table VI1 gives A , and B,, for a few values of s, for the Mexican hat function h ( x ) = 2 / f i~-' /~( lProposition 2.11. Typically (as in the Weyl-Heisenberg case), we expect that, for fixed a,, the critical value bG(s) (i.e., the value of b, for which equality holds in (2.4.12)) decreases with s. It is a remarkable fact that for Y.
Meyer's basis, the wavelet expansion is valid in e, for all s E R, for a, = 2, and for Jijred bo = 1. Something similar is true for the tight frames constructed in Section 11-B-2b). However, for general functions h, leading to nontight frames, we rather expect b$s) to decrease with s. 
PHASE SPACE LOCALtZATION
Let us recall the intuition, already mentioned in the introduction, which leads us to expect the phase space localization results we shall give here.
Both the Weyl-Heisenberg coherent states and the wavelets can be used to give a representation in the time-frequency plane of time-dependent signals, provided the basic functions g or h and the parameters p o , q , or a,,b, are suitably chosen (see Section 11). A graphical picture of these representations is given in Fig. 1 . Ideally, one would like these representations to be reasonably "sharp." If e.g., the pair ( m o , no) corresponds to the time t , and the frequency w , (see Fig. 11 , then we would wish that the frequency content, in a band around w o , of the signal f, during a time interval around to, is essentially mirrored by the coefficients ( g , , , f ) or (h,,,f) with m close to m o , n close to no. It is intuitively clear that the basic analyzing functions g or h have to be themselves well localized in time and frequency for such "sharpness" of the associated representations to be attainable.
In this section we shall try to make these qualitative statements more precise. We shall do this by giving a sense to the "sharpness" of the time-frequency representation, and by showing how the localization, in time and frequency, of the analyzing functions g or h matters. The Weyl-Heisenberg case shall be discussed in Section 111-A, the wavelet case in Section 111-B. In both cases we shall see that signals that are essentially limited to a given finite time interval and to a given finite range in frequency can essentially be represented by a finite number of expansion coefficients. (All these qualifications will be made more quantitative next). We shall use this fact to explain, in Section 111-C, a phenomenon that was first noticed by J. Morlet in numerical calculations. To reconstruct a signal f with a precision E , it is sufficient, for some frames, to calculate the expansion coefficients with a precision C E , where C turns out to be significantly larger than would be expected for orthonormal bases. We have called this phenomenon the "reduction of calculational noise" (for example, it often reduces round-off errors), and we explain it in Section 111-C.
A. The Weyl-Heisenberg Case
Assume that g is normalized, / '& Ig(x) , /dyy((g,,) ^ ( Y ) 
Suppose, on the other hand, that we restrict ourselves to the analysis and reconstruction of signals that are essentially time-limited to the interval [ -T , TI and essentially band-limited (limited in frequency) to the interval [ -R, RI. We have introduced the word "essentially" in this statement because, as is well-known, no function f can have both a compact support and a Fourier transform with compact support. A more precise statement of the "essential" time-and band-limitedness is
and where x, denotes the indicator function of the interval I . Effectively, these limitations single out a rectangle of phase space as more important than other regions.
We shall assume, in what follows, that the g,, constitute a frame, with frame bounds A and B and with dual frame g,,. The reconstruction formula, valid for all functions in L2 (R) , and therefore in particular for the functions f of interest here, is (see Section 11-A)
If the g,, are "well localized" in phase space around (mp,,nq,) , then it is to be expected that (g,,,f) will be small if the distance, in phase space, from (mp,,nq,) to the rectangle [ -R, R ] x [ -T , TI, is large. In other words, one expects that only those m, n for which (mpo, nq,) lies in or close to [ -R , R ] X [ -T , T ] will play a significant role in the reconstruction (3.1) of f . Fig. 6 represents the situation. As in Fig. l(a) , the g,, are represented by their "phase space centers" (mp,, nq,) .
The signal f is essentially concentrated, in phase space, dashed lines in the figure) , is equal to f , up to an error of order E . This is essentially the content of the following theorem. Remarks: 1) In the limit as E + 0, one finds t, + w or w , + W .
(With our proof, in Appendix D, both t, and w, tend to 03 as E + 0. If g or g has compact support, then t, or w , can be kept finite. In all cases at least one of t,, w, must diverge as E + 0.) This is natural; infinite precision cannot be obtained when using only a finite set of g, , .
In particular, for g ( x ) = ~-' /~e x p ( -x2/2),onefinds w , , t , -E+OCllog~l''2.
2) Note that the decay conditions on g and 2 exclude all orthonormal bases g,,, by Theorem 2.3. 3) The important fact about Theorem 3.1 is that c,,w, are independent of T , R: the "enlargement proce-dure" depends only on E , the desired precision of the finite construction. For fixed E , the number of points N,(T,R) used in this finite reconstruction is
which is independent of E . This can be compared with an analogous result involving prolate spheroidal wave functions (see [65] , [66] ; the formula discussed here is explained very clearly in [66] ). The prolate spheroidal wave functions are the eigenfunctions of the compact operator PnQTPn (which also describes localization in phase space, singling out the 
In this case
This limit is exactly the Nyquist density. In fact, this result was the first rigorous formulation of the intuitive Nyquist density idea [65] . If we compare (3.3) with (3.41, then we see that in our present approach, the density (po.qq)-l is higher than the Nyquist density (2.srI-l. We know indeed (see Section 11-C-la)) that po.qo _< 27r for all frames { g , , ; m,n E h}. For the examples with good phase space localization (measured by e.g., higher moments of Jgl and lgl), we even have, by Theorem 2.3, that p o * q o < 27r. The "oversampling" of our phase space density with respect to the optimal Nyquist density, measured by the ratio 27r(pO.qJ1 > 1, is the price we have to pay for the fact that the frames of interest to us are, in general, not orthonormal. We also gain something with respect to the prolate spheroidal wave functions, however. The construction of the different g , , , obtained from one function g by translations in phase space, is simpler than the Construction of the (orthonormal) prolate spheroidal wave functions.
Note that (3.3) can in fact be considered as a definition of the phase space density for the frame under consideration. While we have used the term "phase space density" before in heuristic discussions, (3.3) is the first mathematically precise statement justifying this terminology.
Example: In the Table VI11 we give the values of f , = w , corresponding to given E for g ( x ) = 7 r -' l 4 exp( -x2/2), in the cases p , = q , =~' /~ and po=q,,=(7r/2)1/2. In each case we have used (D.6) in the estimates. 
B. The Wavelet Case
In this case we assume that h is normalized so that jdr lh(x)I2 = 1, and that j'dxxlhJx)12 = 0. Let us assupe, for the sake of simplicity, that Jhl is even (in practice, h is either even or odd; even if the frame is constructed by means of a function h with support h c R, , then the effective basic wnavelets h' = Re h , h2 = Im h satisfy the condition that Ih'l is even-see the remarks following Theorem 2.7 and 2.8). Let us also assume that (this does not imply any loss of generality: it can easily be achieved by dilating h). Then h,, is concentrated around the phase space points ( t-a;,, arnb,)
Again, we suppose we are mainly interested in functions f localized in phase space. In this case, we assume that they are essentially time-limited to [ -T , TI, and with frequencies IwI mainly concentrated in [a,, a , ] , where 0 < R, < R , < w. The need for a lower bound a, on the frequencies Iw I , as opposed to the Weyl-Heisenberg case, where we only introduced an upper bound, stems from the logarithmic rather than linear treatment of frequencies by the wavelet transform. 2) The construction of the set B, (see also Fig. 7) exhibits the fact that wavelets give a higher resolution at high frequencies than at low frequencies. For fixed m , the "extension" of the box in the time-variable, as defined by (D.7), corresponds to consideration of all the pairs ( m , n ) with time-localization la,"nb,l I T + a r t . The "extension" a r t thus depends on m and is small for large negative values of m , which correspond to high frequencies.
3) A crude estimate leads to #Be( T , a, 9 1 ) If R, + 0, T, and R I +CO, then
which is not independent of E. While the estimate (3.7) is admittedly crude, finer estimates lead to a similar result. This is in contrast with the analogous result for the Weyl-Heisenberg case (see (3.3)) where the corresponding limit was independent of E , and gave the phase space density of the frame. In fact, it gave a procedure to define the phase space density of the frame. Because of the €-dependence of the right-hand side of (3.7), we cannot use the same procedure to define a phase space density corresponding to wavelet frames. This illustrates again (see also the discussion in Section II-C-2a)) that the concept "phase space density" is not wellsuited to the wavelet representation. 4) The estimates made in the proof of Theorem 3.2 lead to rather crude bounds. As in the Weyl-Heisenberg case, it is possible to write more complicated, but less coarse estimates. For the choice 
C. The Reduction of Calculational Noise
J. Morlet noticed, some time ago, that in numerical wavelet calculations, it often sufficed to calculate the wavelet coefficients to a precision of, say, to be able to reconstruct the original signal with a precision of, say, This rather surprising fact can be explained as a consequence of both phase space localization, and "oversampling."
Phase space localization is necessary to restrict oneself to a finite number of coefficients. We cannot hope to control an infinite number of coefficients if they can all induce an error of the same order. The role of "oversampling" is the following. Let us go back to the frame operator T (not to be confused with the time-limit T in , , f l , ] (in the wavelet case), i.e.,
Then, by Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, there exists an "enlarged box" B, such that llf-c ( 4 r n o ) -< + r n n , f > 1 1 5 3 (~/~) 1 /~E l l f l l ( m , n ) E E, where 4 denotes either g or h. Since B, is a finite subset of E', we restrict ourselves therefore to the finitely many coefficients (+, , , f ) .
In practical calculations, the coefficients (4,,, f ) will be computed with finite precision. Let us take the following model for the errors. Assume that the coefficients to be used in the calculations are given by c m n ( f ) = ( 4 m n , f ) + y m n where the ymn are independent identically distributed random variables, with mean zero, and with variance a 2 ,
This means that the (4,,,f) are known with "precision" a. Note that our model is only a first approximation. In general the $ I , , , , and hence the (+,,,f), are not linearly independent, which means that the round-off errors should not be regarded as independent random variables. With this approximation, we find that the estimated error between f and a partial reconstruction, using only the finitely many coefficients associated to ( m , n ) E B,, and even those only with finite precision (i. The "reduction of calculational noise," observed by J.
Morlet, is contained in the second term in (3.91, more particular in the factor N,A-*. Let us show how.
Assume that we are considering a snug Weyl-Heisenberg frame, gm,. If we assume that B, is large with respect to the lattice mesh, then (see Section 111-A) The frame gives thus a net gain of 27r/po.q0 with respect to the orthonormal basis situation. Something similar happens for wavelets. In this case we don't have such a simple expression for NE, but we can easily see that the same phenomenon takes place by the following argument. Suppose h , U,, b, are chosen so that the frame is snug (i.e., it is tight for all practical purposes). For the frames used by J. Morlet when he noticed this phenomenon, which were heavily oversampled (e.g., he used up to 15 "voices"-see the end of Section 11-C-2a for a definition), a gain factor of 10 or more can be obtained easily. Note, however, that oversampling does not explain completely the observed calculational noise (or quantization noise) reduction. As in vision analysis [38] part of the reduction is a consequence of the fact that, unlike the original signal, the coefficients cm,(f> at every fixed m-level are distributed around zero, with a sharp peak at zero. This makes it possible to drastically reduce the number of quantization steps in the cmn, without significantly altering the quality of the reconstructed signal [381. The first approach corresponds to the windowed Fourier transform, the second is the wavelet transform. The wavelet transform handles frequencies in a logarithmic rather than linear way, and seems better adapted to the analysis of acoustic and visual signals than the windowed Fourier transform.
In both cases we have formulated necessary and sufficient conditions for the stable reconstruction of f from the c,,<f). For such a stable reconstruction algorithm to exist, we require that, for some A > 0, B <m, and all
Allfll' I
Ic,,(f) 1 ' I Bllfl12. (4.1)
We have provided a reconstruction algorithm, which converges at least as fast as a geometric series in r = B / A -1, and we have presented efficient methods for estimating 
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APPENDIX A RESOLUTIONS OF THE IDENTITY
By explicit computation we have
da
= -/ /db / d y f i ( x ) * I a I fi ( a ) fi ( a y ) to impose r I a / ( 4 r b ) , which we can do without loss of the previous estimates. One finds then help of the Poisson formula, into (C.51, and defining m"= m -m', one finds
The same arguments as in the proofs of Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 then lead to the desired conclusions. In the where ' =lw+? and the frame Ih;n Im,n the sum over m", and Once on the integral Over x ) leads to the E z) is used (see Section II-C-za)), one has to be a little more careful. The equivalent of (C.1) is then b, < 2.
In the computation of PI, it is sufficient to take the supremum over x E [2ir/3, 4ir/3] . For x in this interval, and for
Proof of Theorem 2.10: For b,, = 1, the $ m n ; l are Y. Meyer's basis. We start by showing that the $m,n:bll still constitute a frame for 6 , in a neighborhood of 1. For b, = 2, the $ m n ; z = $m 2n: do not span L' (R) . We therefore restrict our attention to with Is1 2 2irb;' 2 ir, one finds that only the couples ( m , m') E {( -2,2), ( - In the terminology of Section 11-A, we can write S ( b " ) = T(bn)*T(l) where T(b,,), T(1) are the frame operators for the frames $ m n ; b l l , $ m n ; l respectively. To prove that the $ m n ; b l l constitute a basis, it is sufficient to prove that S(b,,) is one-to-one and onto, since S(b,)$mn;l = $ m n ; b l l . Since T(1) is unitary, and T(bO)* is S(b,) is one-to-one. We have This leads again to the same bounds (2.3.231, (2.3.24). Since this coefficient is equal to 1 for b,, = 1, it is therefore strictly positive on a neighborhood of b,, = 1. This implies that, on that neighborhood, S(b,,) is one-to-one. This concludes the proof.
0
APPENDIX D PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS I N SECTION 111
Proof of Theorem 3.1: Since the g, , constitute a frame, with dual frame imn, we have, for all f l , f2 E L2(R), The contribution for n > (T + t ) / q , is exactly equal to that for n < -(T + t)/q,, so that we may restrict ourselves to negative n, at the price of a factor 2. By redefining y = x -(2a/p0)1 if 1 is positive, we see that we may restrict ourselves to negative 1 as well. Hence 
Remark:
The estimates in this proof cause t,, U , , when calculated using (DS), to be much larger for a given E , and e.g., for Gaussian g, than observed in numerical calculations. The intermediate estimate (D.2) leads to much better values of t , (a One has similar formula can of course be written for Pflf, leading to estimates for w e ) . If we define where mo, M I , and t , to be defined next, depend on no, n,, 
